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Support Likely To Hold
INTRADAY SUPPORT LEVELS
S1: 42,522
S2: 42,367
S3: 42,213
INTRADAY RESISTANCE LEVELS
R1: 42,713
R2: 43,021
R3: 43,521

Support clustered between 42,713 and 42,522 levels is seen neutralizing the selling pressure. Immediate recovery through 42,792 level should resume the bullish momentum towards 43,021 and 43,521
levels. Weakness below 42,213 level will terminate the bullish progression and induce near-term correction.
General Outlook: Striding in the fifth primary degree rise, the index has attained our first objective of
42,159 level. This wave can stretch beyond level 45,000 level with any minute correction seen neutralized by a strong cluster of supports between 37,432 and 34,511 levels. It is advised to keep enough liquidity to accumulate positions on such correction. Preferred sectors include banks, oil & gas, utilities
and textiles.
13-day Leaders: IDYM, HASCOL, BWCL, IGIIL, ISL, PMPK, NCL, FML, SRVI & IBFL
13-day Laggards: SSGC, INDU, HBL, TRG, UBL, NRL, ICI, PICT, SHFA & SCBPL
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